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DOCUMENTARY 

DP - “Metropolis, Illinois” - Documentary Feature
Followes the story of a small town that plays a big role in the nuclear industry and the end 
of a year-long labor dispute. Filmmaker Danya Abt.

DP - “Season on the Edge” - NBC Sports Travel / Wildlife series
An adventure travel series following professional Alaskan guide and �sherman Ken Baldwin on 
his �sh catching and cooking travels around the world.

DP- “Never Forgotten” - Pilot for History Channel
Science series following a team of geneticists and historians hired by the Pentagon to track and 
recover the remains of KIA military personnel during the past 100 years of war.

DP 2nd Unit- “Tastes of Sicily”- Food Network

Episodes: “The Amazon pt 1” - 30 min
“The Amazon pt 2” - 30 min
“Mexico” - 30 min

2011

2011

2011

DP - “Rookie Dreams” - (working title) - CBS pilot
A series of tests and elliminations weeds out and selects only the best 
rookie baseball players to join the major leagues.

2011

A series following a chef and a food critic for two weeks as they eat and drink their way through 
Sicily.

2010

DP/Producer- “American Untamed- Hudson River” - Wildlife series2009-Present
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DP- Grit TV - Short documentary specials for PBS and satellite
I photographed several short documentary specials for �lmmaker Danya Abt that 
aired periodically on several satellite networks as well as PBS.

Specials: “The Harvest” 6 min
“Surviving McCarthyism” 6 min
“Men of Steel” 7 min

I Cook NY- 5 min

2010-2011

DP 2nd Unit - “Con�dence Game” - Documentary Feature
Filmmaker Nick Verbitsky follows the collapse of the investment bank Bear Stern.

2011

DP - “Real Sports Stories” - Spike TV commissioned series
A series of specials following the past of famous athletes and their epic fall from stardom. 

2011

“The Everglades” - 30 min
“Mississippi Delta” - 30 min
“Montauk, NY” - 30 min

Wildlife Mini-series that observes and records the entire Hudson River Valley watershed 
throughout the four seasons. 

DP 2nd Unit- “The Tents”- Documentary Feature
A feature documentary pro�ling the Bryant Park’s history of hosting fashion week and it’s move 
to Lincoln Center. Distribution on Net�ix.

2010

DP- “DNA Detektiv” - Scandanavian public TV commissioned science series
Science series following famous geneticist Eske Willerslev as he solves ancient antropological mysteries with DNA.

2012 - 2013

DP- “City of Sun” - Documentary Feature
Shot in the streets of City Soleil, Haiti, this �lm investigates the truth behind an aid organization’s e�orts.

2013

Episodes: “The First American” - 1 Hour
“Star Child” - 1 Hour

Lead DP- “The Woodsmen” - Television Series - History Channel - Adventure
An adventure series about a group of survivalists who live in trees in the Paci�c Northwest

2015

Episodes: 1-8

DP- “The R Word” - Documentary Feature
A �lm documenting several families of children with intellectual dissabilities confronting the power of a marginaliz-
ing lexicon.

2014-2015
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